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Kev Reynolds has spent his life in the mountains. In Abode of the Gods, eight
autobiographical tales of his adventures in the Himalaya are brought to life
with his classic journal writing and evocative descriptions.
From 1989 to 2012 Kev returned time and again to Nepal. He writes of some
of the worlds' best known treks, such as to Everest Base Camp, the
Annapurna Sanctuary and to Kanchenjunga, as well as lesser-known
expeditions into the quiet and remote reaches of the world's highest
mountains.
Kev's expedition stories are rich in detail and bring the far-off world of
Himalayan trekking to life on every page. From describing a pristine lake to
the camaraderie of sherpas and trekking companions, Abode of the Gods
teems with beauty, adventure, and above all, an eternal love of the highest
and wildest mountains.

Key marketing points
• All profits of this book will go towards the Nepal Earthquake Appeal
• Kev Reynolds is one of Britain's most highly regarded guidebook authors
• Also written by the same author: A Walk in the Clouds, Alpine Points of
View, and nearly 50 guidebooks
• Kev Reynolds is an experienced lecturer and is available for events and
lectures
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• Select the best range
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and editions
• Organise promotions
• Provide shelf display units,
and spinners for larger ranges
• Arrange author talks
and support in-store events
Contact Sarah Spencer
sarah@cicerone.co.uk

About the author
Kev Reynolds is a freelance writer, photojournalist and lecturer. A prolific
compiler of guidebooks, his first title for Cicerone Press (Walks & Climbs in
the Pyrenees) appeared in 1978; he has since produced many more titles for
the same publisher, with others in the pipeline. A member of the Outdoor
Writers- Guild, the Alpine Club and Austrian Alpine Club, his passion for
mountains and the countryside remains undiminished after a lifetime-s
activity, and he regularly travels throughout Britain to share that enthusiasm
through his lectures. Check him out at www.kevreynolds.co.uk.
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